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INTERV1 EW 

RonaldLangacker 

A visit to Cognitive Grammar 

Ricardo Maldonado 
Universidad Nacional Auto no rna de Mexico / Universidad Aut6noma 
de Queretaro 

R.M. The idea that Cognitive Grammar emerged as a reaction against th e tra
dit ional paradigm may be a gross oversimplification of the actual motives for 
the emergence of an altern ative approach to langu age. There must have been 
eno ugh knowledge about language and cognition that pro mp ted the emer
gence of Cognitive Grammar. What type of knowledge was tha t and where did 
it come from? 

R.L. Actually, the oversimp lification is not all that gross. I could not claim any 
extensive kn owledge of psychology.philosophy, or other related disciplines tha t 
would have prompted a reth inkin g of basic issues. My training and early career 
were pretty mu ch focused on languages and linguistics. Nor was the array of 
languages I had studied in any depth all that broad. It is not irrelevant, how
ever, th at over the previo us ten years I had been deeply involved with the Uto 
Aztecan family of Native American languages. especially from the comparative 
historical standpoi nt. The diachro nic and cross -linguistic perspective this af
forded has been very useful. 

R.M. If I am not wron g you started working on what is now known now as 
Cognitive Grammar over 30 years ago. From '/he first ideas of Space Grammar 
to current Cognitive Gramma r there have been important changes in the the
ory. One that I am curio us abo ut is how mu ch of the "Iocalist" interpretation 
of Space Gram mar is still valid in your view? 

A,mual RevIew ofCognuive Linguistics 1 (2004). ~05-3J9. 
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ILL. 1 would like to deny the basis for your question . I take some pride and by sweeping or simplistic claim s along these lines, or by a methodology that 

comfor t in the fact that (excep t for the nam e) the framework has not changed essentially just presupposed a spa tialist accoun t ofconcep tion. We need to find 

to any significant extent. The work star ted in the spring of 1976 (so it has been specific linguistic motivation for whatever con uections we establish, and to be 
a bit less than 30 years), Within the next couple years the central ideas were 
in place, and they have not really been modifi ed at all. The changes that have 
come have rather been in the nature of refinement , furth er artic ulation, and 
continuing expansion in ter ms of breadth and dep th of analysis. Th ere have 
been some terminological adj ustrnent s, such as construal in lieu of the po ten
tially misleading imagery. I have also narr owed the range of application of the 
ter m landmark. Or iginally I spoke of a trajector and a landm ark of some kind 
for every profi led relationsh ip. However, eventually I decided it would be more 
perspicuous to reserve these term s for focal participants, with the consequence 
that many relation al expressions are no longer said to have a landmark. Still. 

aware of the limitations of a spatialist view. 
For me, the most compelling basis [or dr awing connec tions pert ains to 

some central descriptive cons truc ts ofCG: notion s like pro filing, trajector, and 
scope. Such constructs have strong linguistic motivation , being adopted for 
par ticular descrip tive purposes. They offer a precise and principled means of 
describin g essenti al aspects of linguistic meanings. showing just how expres
sions with very much the same conceptual content can noneth eless be seman 
tically distin ct. Th e same few cons truc ts apply to extremely varied data in a 
single language and across languages, and the resulti ng semantic descriptions 
support a symbolic accoun t of grammar. 

this is a matter of terminology rather th an substance. 
I would also deny the presupp osition, conveyed by "still" in your ques

tion, that CG was orig inally a localist theory. I never intended the label Space 
Grammar to be interpreted that way (althoug h I should have anticipa ted that 
it would be). Ind eed, in volume I of Foundations I explicitly denied taking a 
localisr stance: "My position that seman tic structure is based ou conventional 
imagery " . does not imply any necessary com mitment to sensory imagery as an 
exclusive or essential facet ofthe meaning of hnguistic expressions . Nor shou ld 
my frequent use of quasi-pic tor ial diagrams be construed as an implicit claim 
that all meaning is based on visual imagery, How and to what exten t sensory 
imagery figures in conceptual and semantic st ruc ture is an empirica l question , 
the answer to which is by no means pivotal to the formulation or evaluation 
of the cogni tive-grammar model" (p, III ). If anything, over the years I have 
come to see space and vision as having a greater role in cognitio n than I origi
nally did. Still. noth ing in the CG fra mework hinges on the em pirical outcome 
of this issue. 

R.M. I to tally agree with you that CG cannot simply be redu ced to a "locallst' 

Cons tru cts like these are justified linguistically qu ite independently of any 
claims about the role of space and vision. Irrespective of their natur e, we need 
profiliug to distinguish the mean ings of complain and complainer (which essen 
tially have the same conten t), and the notion tr ajector to distin guish like and 
please, etc. With this indepeud ently established basis, we can better appreciate 
the possible sign ificance of the eviden t parallels they exhibit with visual per
ception. In vision, at anyone moment we have a maximal field of view, within 
which we direct attention to a general area (like looking at a stage), and within t, that we focus attention on some specific entity. These cons tructs seem directly 

I 
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I

l
l,,.
hr·
i >, 

analogous to the lingui stic con structs of maximal scope (the full range ofcon
tent evoked) , imm ediate scope (the "onstage" region ), and profil e (the specific 
focus of att ention within the immedia te scope). When we focus on a relation 
ship, alterna te choices of trajector (e.g. active vs. passive) seem qu ite analogous 
to figure/groun d reversal in visual percept ion . Other parallels emerge as well. 
How to interpret them is a di fficult matt er that is probably not resolvable by 
lingu istic methods alone. My own conce rn is to be as clear as possible about 
their linguis tic basis. 

tmodel. My questio n aimed at fi nding out what spatial and - now after your R.M. Amo ng these construc ts the notion of subjectivity has attrac ted consid 'k 
;..',answer  what visual notions you have found as fundament al for lingu istic erable attention in the field. The degree to which the conceptualizer may be 

analysis in CG.	 incorporated into the event has proven a part icularly strong tool to understand 
a variety of lin guistic issues that had not received eno ugh atten tion. What do 

R.L. It is so tempting to dr aw connec tions between space and vision on the one you th ink are the crucia l findiugs of subjectification in CG? 
hand . and concept ualizatio n in general on the other hand , that I have always 
felt it necessary to be very cautious in this regard . We wou ld not be served 
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RL. You have to phrase tha t very carefully. What do you mean by "the event "? 
And what doe s it mean for "the conceptualizer" to "be incorporated into the 
event"? We first have to distinguish between th e speech event and the event 
(or situation) described. Ideally, I would say that both figure in the overall 
meaning ofevery expression. This meaning includes not only the speaker's and 
hearer 's apprehension of the event described (in the manner determined by 
the expression), but also their apprehension of one another. their interaction. 
and how the event so portrayed fits into the ongoing discourse and the con
text of speech, The interlocutors are always "incorporat ed" in the speech event, 
since they carry it out, and always incorporated in the event described in the 
sense of ap prehending it in a certain manner in producing or understanding 
an expr ession . 

What varies is how tb e speech event and the event described relate to one 
another. At one extreme, th ey could be entirely disjoint (i.e. the expression per
tains to something totally outside the speech event and the speech situation). In 
this case the speaker and hearer figure in the event described only in the sense 
that they apprehend it, describe it, and anchor the deictic center with respect 
to which it is charac terized. They func tion only as "subjects of conception" in 
regard to the event portrayed, as weU as implicit deictic anch ors . They are not 
"onstage" as "obj ects of con ception". In thi s polarized "viewing arr angement'; 
I say that the interlocutors are "sub jectively construed", and the onstage event 
"objectively construed". 

But th ere are many ways in which the viewing arrangement can depart 
from this polarized si tuation, For instan ce, the event described may involve the 
int erlocutors themselves (hence the use of first- and second- person pronouns). 
At the extreme, it can even be identified with the speech event itself (yielding a 
"perforrnative") . Th e event described may be a mental or social one, inh ering 
in the thoughts or interaction of the interlocutors. The event description can 
include some indication of the speaker's attitude toward the occurrence itself 
or its participants. 'Ihe speech even t may involve more than simple description 

(e.g. it might constitute an act of ordering or promising). And so on . In these 
less polarized circumstances, where aspe cts of the ground assume a greater role 
as objects of conception, they are accordingly construed less subjectively and 
more objectively. 

I or iginally described "subjecti fica tion" in terms of a conceptual compo
nent - some facet of an expression's meaning - changing from being objectively 
construed to being subjectively construed. For instance, in virtual motion (e.g, 
"The path rises quickly ") objectively construed motion on the part of an objec
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tively constru ed participant (the subject) is replaced by subje ctively con strued 
motion (mental scanning) on the part of a subjectively construed participant 
(the conceptualizer) . I later cam e to realize that the sub jectively construed ele
ments were there all along , "immanent" in the very act of con ceptualizing the 
objectively construed entities. In conceptualizing someone moving objectively 
along a path, for instance, the conceptualizer scans mentally along that path. 
So I now view subjectification as the development wherein mental operations 
inherent in the conception of objectively construed entities remain behind, and 
themselves constitute an expres sion's meaning, when tho se objectively con
strued entities (e.g, an onstage mover physically moving through space) fade 
from the picture. The conceptualizer and the conceptualizing activity are still 
subje ctively construed (they do not go onst age - "The path rises qu ickly" does 
not explicitly describe the speaker as moving mentally along a path) , but their 
role is a bit more evident because the objective entities originally supporting 

them have been stripped away. 
I am becoming more and more aware of how prevalent this phenomenon 

is. It is a recurring featur e of grammaticization, as I have argued in the case 
of medals, the "gonna" future , etc. In the case of possessives, the schematic 

characterization in terms of our reference point ability (mentally accessing one 
con ceived entity via another) can be seen as the subjective counterpart of the 
various kinds of objective control and access functioning as possessive proto 
types. Definiteness can be seen as the subjective counterpart of the physical 
pointing that often accompanies demonstr ative use . I would characterize the 
qu antifiers "each" and "any" as fictively invoking the subjective mental op 
erations m anifested physically and objectivel y in acts of sequential examina
tion and random choice, respectively. In locative prepositions I see the sub
jective an alogs of physical or perceptual events of searching and finding. As I 
have described it, subjectification has a close affinity to mental simulation, sen
sory image ry, and image schernas (viewed dynamically, as Johnson has always 
m aintained). I expect a unified view ofthese phenomena to emerge, providing 

a coherent basis for conceptual semantics and the experiential grounding of
 

grammatical me aning.
 

R.M. Regarding subjectification Trauggot anJ Dasher have paid special atten

tion to linguistic data involving pragmatic st rengthening and intersubjectivity
 
phenomena . In fact, the y claim that the CG theory of subjecti fication analysis
 
has no principled way of accounting for the fact that intersubjectification arises
 

out of subjectification. Do you agree with this po int of view?
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R.L. I do not	 even understand thi s claim or its basis, let alone agree with it. I 

,Jlntersub jec tivity does not "ar ise" from subjecti fication, bu t is there from the 

very start as the basis for language and ling uistic meaning. All linguistic units ~ 

. ~aris e by abstraction from usage even ts, and those events reside in intersubjec j 
tive activity by the interlocutors, who appre hend the full situation, including t 
an assessmen t by each of how the o ther is apprehending it. Even the most ob  ,~ 

:~ject ively construed en tit ies are apprehended intersubjectively when they figure " 
in linguistic meanings. The word "pencil", for example, constitutes an instruc ,:~  

tion by the speaker for the addressee to direct atten tion to an insta nce of a ~ 

certa in type of thing . This direct ing of att en tion is what profiling amo unts to. & 
Though subjectively con strued, this speaker- heare r in teraction is part of the 

,~ 

·lno un 's conventional meaning, activated whenever the noun is used. A fortiori , 

l
i 

the in tersubjective aspects of meaning remai n as subjectification occurs, and 

perhaps become more evident as the objective con ten t fades away. j 

-'1 R.M. That's right. I can see Tra uggo t and Dashe r's interest in stressing the fact j 

that in the gOfltla fut ure, for instance, the re is a pragmatic issue by which gotllJa 
'-?" 

reflects the commitment of the speaker with respect to the validity of the as  . \ 

~.
sertion . Now what ma y be problematic is to ma ke the pragmatic reading de
velop form the subjective construal of the even t. We could probably show that 1 

ithe speaker commitmeut abo ut the likelihood of somethi ng may develop not 
". 

on ly from the subjective construal bu t, for exampl e, fro m the lexical source + 
from which a cons tru ction develo ps. I suppose seem would be more speak er :f 
based than tu rn alit and the gO HlIa fut ure would im ply a stronger speaker hearer ~ 
consensus abo ut the event likelihood to rake place. ~ 

,~ 

R.L. O K, let's conside r "gonna" In the source expression "X is going to V". X ~ 

)moves objectively through space with the inte nt ion of doin g V when reaching 

the endpoint of the spat ial path. This mo tion thro ugh space un folds thro ugh 
time . Th us, in conceptualizing "X is going to V" in this original sense, the ~ 

con cept ualizer necessarily scans along a path throu gh time in apprehending ~ 

the obje ctive spatial motion, and V lies at the endpoint of th is tem poral path i{

if 
i~of scanning. When the conc eption of objective mot ion fades away, as part of 'J'. 

the grammatic ization process, the concept ualizer 's mental scanning through 
<; 

tim e remains as a subjectively cons tr ued relatio nship, benc e "gonna" situates V ';4 

downst ream in tim e relative to the reference time. 

There is however ano ther aspect to this process of subjectifi cation and
 
gram maticization. Namely, in the source expression X has the INTENTION
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to car ry out V. Thus, in ap prehending the sourc e exp ression the speak er m ust 
also app rehend X's in ten tion . Wh at kind of mental operation is imp lied in th e 

concep tualizat ion of X inten ding to V? Let us suppose (in line with m ud] cur

rent thinkin g) that this involves the mental simulation of intending Oust as 
concept ualizing an action involves the mental simulation of ca rrying out th at 

actio n). This aspect of the conceptualization is also subjec t to subjectifi catio n, 

like th e conception of movement through space and tim e. What woul d be the 
resulr of subjectification applied to the conception of X intend ing to V? The 

men tal opera tions inherent in conceptualizing X intending to V would rem ain 
behi nd even as the objective ly construed relationship fades from the pic ture. 

These m ent al operations am oun t to a subjective ly construed relation sh ip be
twee n the speaker and the future even t V, one immanent in the speaker 's con

cep tio n of the or iginal, objectively const rued relationship between t.he onstage 
subjec t and this event. This subjectively construed relationship, I suggest, or at 

least something closely related to it, const itutes what is vaguely referre d to as 

the speaker's "commitme nt" to V's future occurrence. 
1would no t deny that this accou nt is also vague and needs to be sha rpened 

and supported in th e con text of a broader account of intention and related 

notio ns. I also suggest, however, that this aspect o f the construction's mea n 
ing can never be properly understood in the absence of a reasonably explicit 
characteriza tion of the conceptual str uctures and mental op era tions involved 

at each stage of the gramrnaticization process. 

R.M. The relationship between CG and other cognitive approaches to lan 
guage is undoubtedly dynamic and here there are several questions that may be 

of in terest for anybody working in cognitive linguistics. The first one is quite 
general: wha t is your view of the 'cognitive en terp rise' after abo ut 25 years of 

very inte nse work? 

R.L. A general assessment of the en terp rise, focusing on for malism vs. fu nc

tionalism, was given in Langac ker (1999). 
O bviously, your qu estion has to be addressed at vario us levels. Maybe I can 

best consider three, each seen in the perspective of developme nts over the last 

quarter cen tury: external standing, internal coheslvcness, an d ana lytic success. 

With respect to external sta nd ing, it is clear that in many parts of the world 

forma list ap proaches still predomina te, even to the point where cognit ive and 

funct ional approaches a re basically ignored if not actively suppressed. But tak
ing a broad perspective, one must realize that the-latte r have not had very m uch 

d 
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time to emerge. crystallize, pro pagate. and thus mount a serious challenge to 
the entrenched insti tutional control of the former. From this standpo int, the 
extent to which cogni tive-functional ideas are spreading and extending their 
influence, both in lingu istics and increasingly in neighborin g disciplines, is ac
tually ra ther amazing. This is evident not only in pu blication s, but also in the 
size and prevalence of conferences, as well as expre ssions of serious interest 
from scholars all over th e world. This is especially so outside the United States, 
historically in Europe but now increasingly in other region s, most notably in 
Asia. In contrast to the isolation entailed by doing cognitive linguistics in the 
early years, it now appears to be the definite wave of the future. Of course, 
we are dealing with trend s un folding over many intellectual generations. and 
pred icting the future is always hazard ous. 

With respect to int ernal cohesiveness, one's initial assessment might be less 
positive. After all, the cognitive-functional landscape enco mpa sses so man y ap
proach es of diverse natur e, and scholars with seemingly incommensurate out
looks, thaI it is hard to see any overall coherence. Certainly oue can point to 
some fundamental disagreements and a lack of consensus on many basic prin
ciples. Nor are the multitudinou s insights and emp irical findings int egrated 
into a single, overarching theoretical frame work that everyon e subscribes to. I 
suspect, however, that few disciplin es could not be characterized in this man
ner. There is at best a difference in degree, owing to the relatively early stage 
(as I see it) of linguistic investigation as a science, as well as the comparative 
newness (and consequent immatur ity) of cognitive linguistics. In fact, despite 
many di fferences in emphasis and detail, I see considerable agreement ou a 
wide range of basic issues amo ng the various major approaches. And with some 
notable exceptions, the disagreement s do not rise to the level of fundam en tal 
incompa tibility. 

As for analytic success, I think cognitive linguistics has been very success
ful. It is not that we have very mu ch by way of trul y definitive analyses, o r have 
serio usly dealt with more than just a small (and not necessarily representative) 
samp le of the kinds of descriptiv e problems po sed by the world's langua ges. 
But the same could be said for formal approaches, which have engaged large 
n umbers of able people for a mu ch longer period of time. The analytic suc
cess is rather to be seen in radi cally new ways developed by cognitive liuguists 
for looking at linguistic structure, thereby reconceptu alizing what the pro b
lems are and the very qu estions we need to ask about linguistic phenom eua. In 
particular, I suggest qu ite seriously that ruost of what we currently know to be 
relevant in describing linguistic meanings (e.g. metaphor, men tal spaces, fictiv
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ity, the various dimensions of construal ) have only becom e apparent in the last 
quarter century through work in cognitive sema ntics. It will take a lon g time 
to learn how to properly apply and exploit all the new descript ive noti ons now 
at o ur dispos al. However, a vast arr ay of classic and totally new problems now 
seem quite tractable in principle. 

R.M. In the big picture of cognitive linguistics where does CG stand, i.e. what 
are the endeavors of CG as compared to othe r cognitive approaches? 

Rvl., I have made fairly det ailed com parisons with cer tain other frameworks 
in a number of works: for Tesniere's str uctur al syn tax: (1995), the Columbia 
school (To app ear a), and constructio n gramma r (To appea r be). 

But to answer your question in general terms , I would like to regard CG as 
being at the cent er, with some chance of suppor ting the future development of 
a comprehensive framework addressing the various interests of cogni tive and 
function al linguistics in an int egrated way. The founda tion for such a frame
work, I believe, is an overall viewofli nguistic organization that natur allyallows 
such integration, as well as a battery of descriptive tools adequate in principle 
for the explicit descr iption of any linguistic structures we might encounter. 
Most basically, my work has been directed at laying such a founda tion. 

A central endeavor of CG is thus descriptive - showing in some detail how 
it affords ad equat e and hop efully revealing characterizatio ns of varied struc
tur al phenomena in diverse languages (e.g. the middle construc tion in Spanish, 
to take on e at random ). Anoth er sort of endeavor is to show how CG accom
modates other concern s and articula tes with the findings of o ther areas and 
other approaches. In some cases this is quite straightforward, even if it hasn't 
been gene rally evident. For instan ce, all th e findings of metaphor theory, men 
tal space theory, and blending theory are directly accommodated in CG via the 
notion that expression s deri ve their meanings by flexibly evoking open-ended 
sets of overlapping and interconnected cognitive dom ains. In a very prelim i
nary way, I have tried to show (2001a) how CG articulates with discour se stud
ies. This is on e facet of a bro ader enterprise of indicatin g how the notions and 
descripti ons ofCG are rooted in, and naturally accom mo da te, the social and 
interactive basis of language. Here one can al~  cite, inter alia, the usage-based 
nature of CG and well as its focus on grounding. In a related vein one can note 
how well CG meshes with Tomasello's stro ngly supported acco unt of language 

acquisition (2003). And so on. 
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tensive lexicographic analysis, spelling out par ticular conceptual meanings in 
explicit detail for substantial numbers of lexical items in different languages. 
That is, something comparabl e to what Wierzbicka and colleagues have don e 
in her NSM appro ach, but ba sed instead on the kind of conceptual semantics 
em braced in CG. 

I should further mention some major them es emerging from research in 
recent years, Though a lot has already been writt en about them, we have only 
begun to examine them in depth and appreciate their fund amental implica
tion s. One such theme is dynamicity, the temp oral dim ension of meanin g and 
grammar. This ties into basic issues like constituency and how grammatical 
description meshes with a model oflanguage pro cessing. Anoth er theme is vir 
tual ity (or fictivity), which is proving to be extremely pervasive and basic. This 
ties into fund amental issues about the nature of linguistic meaning and how 
we conceptualize and talk abo ut the world. Both these themes are intertwined 
with another, namely the relation ofla nguage and discour se. An essential long 
term challenge is to find a coherent synthesis embracing all the concerns in 
these areas. 

R.M. Dynamicity is und oubtedly a crucial notion. The contrast with absolute 
construals has been fund am ent al in accounting for appa rently aberrant behav
ior in different languages where an expected energetic form is coded as absolute 
with no energy being profiled. Likewise apparen t absolut es can be conceptual
ized in a dynamic manner to let energy be in profile. Spanish middle intran 
sitives like morir 'die' morirse 'die unexpectedly', for example, can only be un 
derstood based on that contrast. Now people wonder if dynamicity somehow 
overlaps with Talmy's notion of Force Dynam ics. 

R.L. Once m ore. we have to be careful here to distinguish between similar and 
related notions that are not quite equivalent. I was using the term "dynarnicity" 
in the sense of my 2001b pape r. The point there was the very general one that 
a conceptualization is not instantaneous but has a time course, developing or 
being built up through a span of processing time, and that this time course is 
an essentia l aspect of lingu istic meaning. It is responsible, say. for the semant ic 
distin ction between "a scar extends from his elbow to his wri st" and "a scar 
extend s from his wrist to his elbow': Th ese describe the same objective situa
tion , which is static, but differ in meanin g by virtu e of how the conception of 
this scene is built up in processing tim e by men tally scanning along the scar's 
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extension , Dynamicity in this sense is a factor in all linguistic meanings . Th e 
only thing special about the examples cited is its relative visibility. 

So I was not referrin g to force dynamics or the distinction between dy
namic/energetic vs. absolute construals. These are however very important se
mant ic notion s, and there is a connectio n. Dynamicity in my sense is qu ite 
compatible with the idea, now gaining currency in cognitive lingu istics, that a 
major component of linguistic meanin g resides in the "mental simulation" of 
actions and experiences. The dynam icity of a simulation, i.e. its time course, 
would seem to be especially important in the case of force-dynam ic actions. 
Apprehending the meaning of "throw", for exampl e, would involve a mental 
sim ulation (or motor image) of what we feel in th rowing something, which 

has to develop thr ough processing time. 
Now if we go back to subjectification , there is a way to connect this with 

your observation (Maldonado 1988) that the Spanish middle tr eats certain in 
stances of "unexpec tedness" as being force dynamic or energetic (as opposed 
to being construe d in absolute fashion). What ISforce dynam ic about some
thing running counter to expectations? One aspect of the mental simulation 
of a force-dynamic action is a simul ation of experiencing difficulty (o r need
ing to exert force) in carryin g it out. Th is subjectively constr ued force or effort 
may be the same as (or at least related to) the semantic nuan ce we label as "un 
expectedness ': It is the effortful "feel" of mentally simulating a force-dynamic 
action (vicariously experiencing the effort ), but occurs independently of such 
an action, instead accompa nying the conception of an uncontrolled event like 
dying. There is a feelofeffort in concep tualizingsuch an even t to the extent that 
it runs counter to expectations, desires, or the "normal course of events". To be 
sure, th is is vague and speculative, but it fits the patte rn I was describin g earlier. 

R.M. There are lots of topics I would want to discuss with you since they must
 
be of general interest for the cognitive linguistics community and yet space
 
limits force me to ask you a last general question . When I learn ed that you
 
were retiring I was afraid abou t the future of CG. Now that you have retired
 
it is obvious that the game is only starti ng. What are your plans for the future
 

regardin g the developmen t of CG?
 

R.L. My immediate plans cente r on turning my beginning CG graduate course
 
into a basic textbook. Th at sho uld be done sometime in 2005. Beyond that my
 

f~: ~ pers onal plan s are not too specific. Obviously I will be quite interested in pur
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suing the major themes ment ioned earlier, dynam icity and fictivity, as well as 
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discour se, looking for the kind of synthesis ind icated. But as need or opportu 
nity dictates, I expect to deal with a wide variety of topics, as in the past. Of 
course, I would also hope and expect that the future developm ent of CG will 
depend progressively less on JJ e and more on the efforts of growi ng numbers 
of other scholars. 
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